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The Empire of Solara
From the storm-swept seas to the west across the con-
tinent to the ancient red-walled cities of the tieflings, from the 
blazing trackless deserts of the south to the mysterious frozen 
lands at the border of the fey, one vast and powerful force has 
held sway for centuries. The empire of the humans, its many le-
gions an unstoppable military force, has ruled with an iron fist. 
This grip, while tight, has kept chaos and invasion at bay. The 
center of the empire has lived in peace for so long that war was 
only a distant memory.

Before its rise to dominate the world, the city of Solara was 
unremarkable, merely one of a number of human city-states in 
the Isthmus of Batalia. As the early leaders of Solara allied them-
selves with nearby cities over the course of decades, their politi-
cal and military might allowed them to dominate all the human 
lands and then to relentlessly expand human influence.

The other races of the world were ill-equipped to resist this 
new force. Fragmented into small, warring tribes, the Solarans 
exploited tribal differences to conquer the other peoples of the 
world. The Empire of Solara at its apex was the largest and lon-
gest-lasting empire the world had known. The Solarans brought 

peace to their subjects—peace maintained with ruthless force. 
None of the other races could challenge the preeminent position 
of humans in this vast empire, and the armies of Solara continu-
ally expanded the borders.

However, nothing can last forever. Eventually the Solaran 
conquests slowed. It has been more than 200 years since the Em-
pire has captured any new territory, and the last hundred have 
brought internal fighting and upheaval. The most recent rebel-
lion was only two years ago, fought in the very heart of Solara 
itself. The Solaran armies were once exclusively human, but these 
days there are more elf, orc, and tiefling soldiers than humans.

As central control diminishes, each of the provinces fights 
to hold things together. The subjects grow more independent 
as the military and political control from Solara weakens. Dan-
gers grow in the countryside. No one is certain what the future 
might bring.

If the center cannot hold, all citizens of the empire must 
see to their own welfare. Some may be successful, but the dark 
specter of war looms ever larger over the once-proud Empire of 
Solara.
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The Hard-Boiled Empire
Hard-Boiled Empires: Solara presents a setting within an 
empire in transition. It explores the racial make-up of the empire 
using the rules and guidelines found in Hard-Boiled Cultures 
and serves as an example of how to apply Hard-Boiled Cultures 
to a unique setting.

The first thing I thought of when reading through Hard-
Boiled Cultures was how to apply this to my own game. It started 
from a small kernel, just the idea of an empire similar to the later 
Roman Empire: A vast nation in decline, beset on all sides by 
the rising strength of those once viewed as barbarians. A falling 
empire works quite well as a place for adventure. The disintegra-
tion of central authority leaves plenty of opportunity for heroic 
characters to make their mark on the world. They can try to pre-
serve all that was good about the former empire, or perhaps just 
place their own mark on the world by defending a certain small 
part of that empire.

To apply Hard-Boiled Cultures to a new adventure setting, I 
needed to understand how each race fit into the world. I decided 
early on that the central empire would be a human empire, and 
when examining each race I looked at how the race would in-
teract with the dominant human culture. Since the setting has a 
single powerful empire, the culture of this empire would strong-
ly influence all of the other cultures included in the setting.

As I went through each race and each culture, the world 
gradually began to take shape. When thinking about how a 
particular race fits into the world and the empire, the imperial 
holdings and the border territories were gradually defined. Each 
race has its own relationship with the empire and its own unique 
flavor. Once a majority group is created for the race, minority 
and reactionary cultures grew naturally from the initial concept.

As you read through the various treatments in this supple-
ment, I hope you will see how each group was initially conceived 
and then evolved as new factions were added and internal ten-
sions and dissenting voices were added to the culture. I devel-
oped about three or four subcultures for each race to give them 
all a distinct flavor and to ensure that no race was a homogenous 
culture. Applying the Hard-Boiled Cultures model to a game 
setting creates a very rich mosaic of cultures even within an in-
dividual race. This gives players a lot of choice when developing 
characters, and the various factions and goals within each race 
present obvious plot hooks and scenarios that can be tied into 
individual player character’s culture. Once a player has created a 
character who is a member of a particular cultural group, natural 
villains and allies present themselves. This is a great gift to the 
GM who can then develop adventure hooks and scenarios that 
build naturally off of a character’s background.
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Dragonborn
The dragonborn, known in Solara as the “draconigena,” 
come from the vast southern deserts. Their ancestors lived in 
small bands traveling across the dunes that stretch farther to the 
south than any Solaran has ever ventured. Despite their small 
numbers, the dragonborn earned a reputation as fierce fighters 
in the few tentative incursions mounted into this desert from 
Solara.

The first Emperor, Apollonius, brought a group of dragon-
born warriors to Solara as a personal honor guard for himself 
and his family. He called them the Vigil Draconis. These warrior 
slaves eventually earned their freedom. Now, a large community 
of dragonborn live in Solara itself, atop a hill known as Arx Dra-
conis.

The distance from their ancestral tribes and the relative iso-
lation of the dragonborn that grew up in Solara resulted in a 
culture different from those dragonborn still living in the wastes. 
Very little of the original dragonborn culture is known in Solara. 
Centuries and dozens of generations distanced the Solaran drag-
onborn further from their forebears.

The dragonborn are not human, and thus will never be 
viewed as the equals of true Solarans. Despite this, the Vigil 
Draconis enjoyed a front row seat to the disasters and defeats 
that plagued the Solaran Empire in the last hundred years or 
so, and they hardly remained aloof. Their force of arms and 
the trust of the emperor give them more power than any other 
non-human group in the city or the empire at large—power that 
some high-ranking dragonborn used to good effect in the past.

Despite their origin as slaves, the dragonborn assimilated 
into Solaran culture. Their duties as guards of the imperial fam-
ily resulted in close ties to the pinnacle of power in the Solaran 
world, giving them a fierce pride and a serious devotion to keep-
ing order. Often, members of the Vigil Draconis will take this 

devotion so far as to presume that they alone can protect the 
imperial family from the vicissitudes of fortune or even the fail-
ings of the imperial family itself.

The dragonborn of the Vigil Draconis are organized in 
units based on the color of their scales, with the most elite 
unit, the Golden Cohort, containing only gold-scaled Dragon-
born. The Golden Cohort protects the Emperor himself. The 
highest commander in the Draconian Guard is granted the 
title of Draco.

Cultures of Solaran 
Dragonborn
As hereditary guards of the imperial family, Solaran Dragon-
born culture values loyalty and duty above all. The values of 
honor, service, and bravery are all prized. This primary cultural 
norm was best expressed by Draco Marcus Lucco, whose per-
sonal sacrifice on the Emperor’s behalf earned freedom for all of 
his people: “My blood, my life, and the spirits of my ancestors 
are the Emperor’s to command.”

E
Embody: The typical Solaran dragonborn either serves in the 
Draconian Guard or is a close relative of one who does. Their 
culture revolves around service to the Imperial family, and the 
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Solaran dragonborn revere ancestors who performed exception-
ally well in this task.

Solaran Dragonborn

Unchanged from the ◊ D&D 4E Player’s Handbook.

B
Break: Not all dragonborn are inherently loyal, honorable 
guards. Like all people, some dragonborn value their indepen-
dence too much or are perhaps too selfish to take on the task. 
To other Solaran dragonborn, these individuals are cowards. 
Among these dissenters, they are the realists. This is where you 
find rogues and thugs, or even merchants or tradesmen. Any ca-
reer that is not directly associated with or supportive of the Vigil 
Draconis is suspect among the mainstream Solaran Dragonborn 
community. Dragonborn who break with the main culture are 
called “tarnished scales” or “dull scales” by other dragonborn. 
This group believes: “You must make your own way in this 
world.”

Tarnished Scales Dragonborn

Ability scores, ◊ dragonborn fury, draconic heritage, 
and dragon breath as per the D&D 4E Player’s Hand-
book.
Skill Bonuses: +2 Streetwise, +2 Intimidate. (You may substi-◊ 
tute +2 Intimidate for +2 Diplomacy at character creation.)

B
Break: The community of tarnished scales may not be accept-
ed by their peers, but they are still dragonborn. They apply their 
courage and fierceness towards their own ends. In the Solaran 
underworld, a criminal gang made up of tarnished scale dragon-
born known as the Venomspitters flexes its muscles. (Despite the 
name, not all Venomspitter breath weapons deal poison dam-
age.) This group has been around for some time, and they show 
some solidarity with the dragonborn community, protecting 
those dragonborn who drop through the cracks, but also enforc-
ing their own rules with brutal alacrity. They have changed their 
creed to the following: “My blood and my life belong to the 
Venomspitters.”

Venomspitters

Dragonborn fury◊ , draconic heritage, and dragon 
breath as per the D&D 4E Player’s Handbook.
Ability Scores: +2 Strength, +2 Dexterity◊ 
Skill Bonuses: +2 Intimidate, +2 Streetwise◊ 
Sign of the Venomspitters: You know the secret code that ◊ 
allows Venomspitters to identify themselves to one another 
without alerting observers. You may invoke the Sign of the 
Venomspitters to discover if another character is also a Ven-
omspitter.
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C
Changed-By:  Certain dragonborn families have a higher 
incidence of golden scales than others, and the fact that the 
Emperor’s personal entourage uses only dragonborn of this scale 
color has led to a certain air of aristocracy among these fortunate 
families. These golden families take the dragonborn principles 
to the next level and compete with one another in devotion to 
the imperial line. They are supremely proud and aspire to com-
plete self-sacrifice to the imperial family. Their motto is: “I was 
born to live and die in the Emperor’s service.”

Golden Dragonborn

Ability scores, skill bonuses, ◊ dragonborn fury, and 
dragon breath as per the D&D 4E Player’s Handbook.
Golden dragonborn may use a feat slot to take ◊ draconic 
heritage as if it were a feat.
Born Defender: If an enemy attacks an ally within 3 squares ◊ 
of you, you may shift 1 square closer to that enemy as an im-
mediate reaction.

T
Twist: The last Draco of the Golden Cohort, Lucius Salvian, 
attempted to take over the Empire upon the death of Emperor 
Herculian two years ago. Salvian and his followers believed 
that the choice of heirs was insufficient, and Salvian publicly 
pronounced that his duty to the Imperial House required him 
to take control until a proper heir could be identified. Though 
his rebellion was defeated, many sympathizers remain in the 
ranks of the Solaran dragonborn. Those Salviani who survived 

the coup are rarely open in their allegiance, but they believe that 
“Only the dragonborn have the true interests of the Empire at 
heart.”

Salviani

Skill bonuses, ◊ dragonborn fury, and dragon breath as 
per the D&D 4E Player’s Handbook.
Ability Scores: +2 Intelligence, +2 Charisma◊ 
Born Defender: If an enemy attacks an ally within 3 squares ◊ 
of you, you may shift 1 square closer to that enemy as an im-
mediate reaction.
Salviani may use a feat slot to take ◊ draconic heritage as if 
it were a feat.

Language
Solaran Dragonborn use Solaran names. They abandoned the 
traditional names of their ancestors centuries ago.

Solaran Dragonborn also speak a very localized dialect of 
Draconic. Kobolds and dragons with other regional dialects 
often complain that Solaran Dragonborn possess an almost in-
comprehensible accent.

New Dragonborn 
Racial Feats
Born Defender [Dragonborn]
Prerequisite: Dragonborn
Benefit: If an enemy attacks an ally within 3 squares of you, you 
may shift 1 square closer to that enemy as an immediate reaction.
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